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Maya Gallery is pleased to kick off the new year with Tribute to Local Clay, a pottery exhibition
by five of Singapore’s promising potters – Suriani Suratman, Hiroko Mita, Hazel Ng, Hetty Lie
Schrieke and Sutopo Ngasiman.
The idea for this exhibition was mooted in early 2014, for an exhibition of pottery works with
a local theme, in paying tribute to earth’s gifts, without compromising the recognised styles and
inspirations of the individual potters. Keeping to a small number of artists, each would develop
his or her own mini ‘solo’ exhibition of at least 20 works. What followed was the development
of the idea and various concepts by each potter, and numerous meetings over coffee and
Japanese crackers at the rustic environment at Jalan Bahar Clay Studios (JBCS). As we journeyed
through the processes, waited through firing sessions and saw creations unfolding, we learnt
more about pottery, the materials used and their characteristics. We also got to know the potters
a lot better, their backgrounds, experiences and aspirations.
All those months finally bore fruit – culminating in a beautiful collection of more than 100 art
pieces, using local and other clays and glazes, and fired at the Guan Huat Dragon Kiln at JBCS.
Each of the potters has been a student or understudy of master potter and Cultural Medallion
receipient Mr Iskandar Jalil, whom we are honoured to have as Guest Artist in this exhibition.
We would like to thank Hazel, Hetty, Hiroko, Suriani and Sutopo for the opportunity to work
together to exhibit their creations. We are also grateful to Ms Kathy Lai, CEO of National Arts
Council, for her support and for gracing this exhibition during the Singapore Art Week.

MASTURAH SHA’ARI
JEFFREY WANDLY
Founders
Maya Gallery

Some Kind of Balance 2
Medium white raku and special stoneware,
Jalan Bahar beef clay slip; Wood ash glaze
D22 x H22 cm
2014

technology arrived in Singapore from China in the early 20th century,
where it originated more than 2000 years ago. A dragon kiln is built in
such a way that its fiery “head” is situated at the bottom of a slope while
its “tail” is at the top. This allows the smoke to escape
at the highest point during firing, with temperatures
reaching as high as 1,200 degrees Celsius.3 Numerous
(believed to be 20) dragon kilns were built in Singapore
by immigrants from the provinces of Southern China.

MAUREEN HELLSPONG
Art Writer

The wonder of transformation of earth to pottery.
When the first piece of clay fell into a fire and was transmuted into a glasslike material, 1
people must have felt they had witnessed alchemy. The process still possesses a profound
sense of awe in today’s world although it all comes from the common ground beneath our feet.
To appreciate the earth’s qualities and properties it is necessary to go
back to time immemorial when feldspar rich rocks were (and still are)
decomposing. Melting rivers of the ice age carried lumps of rocks which
broke into smaller pieces which were carried further along the way
where minerals, plant life and animal remains were mixed in – all of the
ingredients of soil. Over time the mix became pulverised into fine particles.
As these rivers slowed this silt was deposited and settled into beds of clay.
Legend says ancient potters cleaned and kneaded these great clay beds so
their grandchildren were the recipients of the finest of clays.

“For a tiny island,
Singapore has a
huge variety of
clays to offer…”

For a tiny island, Singapore has a huge variety of clays to offer; from
Jurong, Yio Chu Kang, Serangoon, Pulau Tekong, Seletar, Punggol and
many other areas. Each clay has its own characteristics; Jalan Bahar’s
(Jurong) white clay is almost a chalk clay whilst Seletar is rough and
crumbly. The colours vary enormously; Punggol’s clay ranges all the
way from pale pink to black dependent on the location and depth at
which it is found. 2

“…where they
experiment with local
clays and continue
the practice of pottery
making in Singapore.”

Although a broad range
of utensils was produced
the engine of growth was
the latex cup, used by the
rapidly expanding rubber
industry. According to a report by Malaya China Clay & Potteries
in 1923, “Owing to the large demand for latex cups (we now
have outstanding orders of half a million) we were compelled
to use all the clay formerly prepared, to fulfil these urgent orders“.4 The pottery business in
Singapore peaked during the Japanese Occupation (1942 -1945) due to a three year ban on
imports from Canton and Hong Kong. After the war, latex cups were exported to plantations
in Malaya and Indonesia to meet the demand of the booming rubber industry of the 1950s.
The industry began to decline in the late 1970s.
Nowadays there are only two dragon kilns remaining in Singapore. Both are located in
Jurong within a stone’s throw of each other – Thow Kwang and Guan Huat kilns. The latter
was built in 1958 by Mr. Lee Yong Lee. Thankfully, the Singapore Tourist Promotion Board
(STPB) financed the restoration of the kiln and the site was refurbished as Jalan Bahar Clay
Studio (JBCS) which opened officially in 2006. It provides various facilities; studios and open
workspaces, firing of works and clay workshops.
And this is where we find our five potters who are exhibiting in “A Tribute to Local Clay”;
Hazel Ng, Suriani Suratman, Sutopo Ngasiman, Hiroko Mita and Hetty Lie Schricke. They
are all based at JBCS where they experiment with local clays and continue the practice of
pottery making in Singapore.

To create the temperatures needed to transform clay to pottery many
designs of furnaces and kilns have been invented. Dragon kiln
4
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They follow a long line of potters who have worked with local clay. Jean Bullock, who was in
Singapore from 1959 to 1963, remembers going with Ng Eng Teng to where a gas main was
being dug and taking clay from the hole.5 An article in The Straits Times in 1980 describes
Andrew Chua Koon Wa’s works as “intentionally rough”, which was due to the use of local
red clay.6 Also Chuan Siang Boon, who throughout his career, has constantly experimented
with local clays. And, of course, Cultural Medallion recipient, Iskandar Jalil. It must be said
that he is the linchpin of this exhibition – the central element. All of the exhibitors have been
his students or understudy; they followed him to JBCS and
he is the most fervent advocate of local clay which he has
inculcated in them.
Hazel Ng fondly recalls playing with mud as a child and
loving the feel of it squelching through her fingers. When
her close friend and early mentor, Judy Ng, introduced her
to pottery in 1991 she felt an immediate attraction – maybe
echoes of her childhood.
Her inspiration comes from nature and her travel experiences
which she binds together with her clay work. From her studio at JBCS, Hazel can see a huge
variety of vegetation; she became drawn to the shape and design of the fishtail palm which
she has used to decorate her pots. Hazel went through the process of experimenting with
developing shapes, fluting and throwing the pot. The white and orange clays found around
Jalan Bahar are used by her as slips to apply to her artworks, giving her pots a tactile surface.
Suriani Saratman’s starting point was the shape of a cone inspired by the tudung saji (Malay
food cover). She experimented with the shape of the cone; making it larger, smaller; joining
two cones together to form a spinning top and then making the whole form asymmetrical. She
loves the colours and texture of the Jalan Bahar clay which she uses as a slip. The gradation of
red to dark red which can be achieved is deeply satisfying to her. Suriani likes to exaggerate
the texture by adding layers of slip and smearing it. Her glazes include ash that come from
the firing of the kiln at JBCS, and also from German birch and Australian eucalyptus trees.
Ash glaze always freckles, further enhancing the textured surfaces of her works.
Suriani finds working with clay makes her physically tired, but mentally alert and totally
relaxes her.
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This is a sentiment shared by Sutopo Ngasiman although he expresses it in a different way,
“Whilst working with ceramics I zone out and find it very therapeutic”.7 Sutopo always seeks
functionality whilst he is working with clay and has found it through small lidded pots. It is
easier to express how he feels at the spur of the moment with small vessels. “… the challenge
is, I have to make many without repeating the same ideas again. It’s almost infinite and it feels
really comfortable and satisfying”.8

“The exhibition… draws us
back to the very fundamental
tradition of art making –
using the materials available
from the area in which the
artist lives.”

To make the body of the pots and lids,
Sutopo uses 30 to 50% of Jalan Bahar clay.
It has high shrinkage and low plasticity so
it needs to be combined with a more stable
clay to make it workable and to stop it
cracking during firing.

Sutopo, unlike the four other exhibitors, did
not attend a course given by Iskandar but
was his assistant for ten years, from 2001 to 2011. He says
the learning curve was steep and Iskandar was inspirational
but tough. When Iskandar said “Hmmm”, Sutopo took it as a
great compliment.
Hiroko Mita came to pottery through being a Friends of the
Museums’ docent at the Singapore Art Museum where she
was introduced to a course conducted by Iskandar in 2006.

For this exhibition Hiroko continues with her theme from
the Line Series, lengths of clay intertwine, supporting and giving strength to the final form.
However it can be very different for each work, some are round, solid and stable, another
soars into the heavens.
The lines of clay represent various cultures, religions, ethnic backgrounds mixing together in
unity. Individuality is not lost but each strand adds strength to the whole. The line series invoked
memories of Japan for her; the ribbons used to tie obi (sash for the traditional Japanese dress).
When they are stored they are folded and loosely tied with a knotted string which she represents
here. Another inspiration came with the form and shape of a flower called Amorphophallus
Titanum which grows in the rainforests of Sumatra.
7

Hiroko uses reduction to attain a deeper colour for the body, whilst the turquoise blue glaze
needs semi reduction. Hiroko can obtain a very rough texture and crackle by using Jalan
Bahar clay as a slip. She finds these imperfections in accordance with the Japanese aesthetic
of Wabi-Sabi, which, to put in a nutshell, means, “a beauty of things imperfect, impermanent,
and incomplete”.9
After being absent from her homeland for more than twenty years, Hetty Lie Schricke
felt the need to re-establish herself in Singapore through exploring her Peranakan roots.
She met Iskandar in the same manner as Hiroko, and through studying pottery she developed
a passion for clay. Hetty’s works are a narrative about her Peranakan background: the large
ships which brought men from China to the Southern Seas; their marriage with local girls;
their descendants using small boats to fish or transport goods; ladies’ clothes combined from
the cultural mix of Malay and Chinese fashion. Hetty has also created platters or murals which
show the Nonya in the kitchen using spices and their clothes design. For the body of her works
she mixes 66% of local clay from Seletar with 34% of stoneware. In order to reveal the iron
content and obtain a deep red colour, she reduces the amount of oxygen available during
firing. To make the glaze Hetty adds feldspar to Jalan Bahar clay and ash from the kiln, as
well as ash from French Eucalyptus and Pine.
The exhibition ”A Tribute to Local Clay”, showcasing the works of Hazel Ng, Suriani
Suratman, Sutopo Ngasiman, Hiroko Mita and Hetty Lie Schricke, draws us back to the very
fundamental tradition of art making – using the materials available from the area in which
the artist lives. Most importantly Singapore’s variety of clays have formed the character of
the created shapes and textures achieved by these potters. Hence the works bring us to the
always renewed wonder of transformation of earth to pottery.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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http://www.infoplease.com/spot/clay.html#ixzz3IM22ggaC
Excerpt from interview with Chuan Siang Boon, 6th November 2014
http://remembersingapore.wordpress.com/jalan-bahar-dragon-kiln/
ibid
Constance Sheares, Bodies Transformed: Ng Eng Teng in the Nineties (NUS Museums, 1999)
Handmade Pottery (The Straits Times, 30 May 1980), 12.
Excerpt from interview with Sutopo Ngasiman, 29th May 2014
Excerpt from email by Sutopo Ngasiman, 28th October 2014
http://c2.com/cgi/wiki?WabiSabi

Guess Whose Hands?

HAZEL NG
HETTY LIE SCHRICKE
HIROKO MITA
SURIANI SURATMAN
SUTOPO NGASIMAN

HAZEL NG

b. 1968, Singapore

After specializing in watercolour paintings in her youth,
Hazel Ng turned her attention to pottery. A student of
established potters Iskandar Jalil and Judy Ng since
1991, Hazel started to create her artwork at Jalan Bahar
Clay Studios in 2007. Her inspirations come from nature
and experiences from her travels to different countries.
She combines these with her clay work to create different
forms and textures.
A graduate of Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts (1990)
in Graphic Design, Hazel continued her education with
Rhodec International. She obtained her diploma in
Interior Design in 1996 and worked in events promotion
and window display, before moving into the insurance
industry. She is currently a qualified member of the
Million Dollar Round Table Qualifiying and Life Member
for 1999-2014 and MDRT Honor Roll for 2014.

EXHIBITIONS
2013

2008
2007
2001
1997
1996
1995

“Shakei”, a group exhibition with Iskandar Jalil
and his students, Glocal Connect Village Art
Gallery, Temasek Polytechnic, Singapore
“Firing a Passion – History & Pottery Practices of
Singapore”, NTU Museum, Singapore
“Iskandar Jalil: A lifelong Passion for his Craft
and his Teaching”, Japan Creative Centre,
Singapore
The 6th Ngee Ann 3D Art Exhibition, Singapore
“Pots, Pipes and other Pieces” at the National
Library in conjunction with the Singapore Art
Show, Singapore
“Oneness with Nature”; a two-women show,
Galerie Belvedere, Singapore
“Singapore Art 97” organized by the National
Arts Council, Singapore
“Down to Earth”, Art Focus Gallery, Singapore
“Teawares”, a ceramic exhibition by the
Singapore Potters Competition, Third prize

Artist’s Statement
While I look out of my newly set up studio in early 2014,
I saw the fishtail palm. I decided to have the images on
my artwork using fluting method. The forms are thrown
on the wheel and clay found in around Jalan Bahar Clay
Studios was used as slips to apply on my artwork.

Fishtail Palm Series 3
Mixed clay with Jalan Bahar clay slips
L11.5 x W10 x H12 cm
2014
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Fishtail Palm Series 20
Mixed clay with Jalan Bahar clay slips
L17 x W12 x H16 cm
2014

Fishtail Palm Series 21
Mixed clay with Jalan Bahar clay slips
L17.5 x W11.5 x H16 cm
2014
Fishtail Palm Bowl Series 1
Mixed clay with Jalan Bahar clay slips
D23 x H12.5 cm
2014

Fishtail Palm Series 6
Mixed clay with Jalan Bahar clay slips
L13 x W11 x H14 cm
2014
Fishtail Palm Series 4
Mixed clay with Jalan Bahar clay slips
L11 x W10 x H12.5 cm
2014
Fishtail Palm Series 11
Mixed clay with Jalan Bahar clay slips
L12.5 x W11.5 x H14.5 cm
2014

Fishtail Palm Series 15
Mixed clay with Jalan Bahar clay slips
L13.5 x W13.5 x H16 cm
2014

HETTY LIE SCHRICKE
b. 1952, Singapore

Hetty Lie Schricke stopped working as a scientific
researcher in 1994 and delved in different art media
including aquarelle, oil painting, painting on faience and
porcelain and stained glass fabrication.
She was introduced to local pottery works when she was
a Singapore Art Museum Docent. Thanks to Mr Iskandar
Jalil, she developed her passion for clay since 2006 and
has finally found the material for her art expression.

EXHIBITIONS
2013
2013
2011

“Shakei”, Glocal Connect Village Art Gallery,
Temasek Polytechnic, Singapore
“Iskandar Jalil – a lifelong passion”, Japan
Creative Centre, Singapore
“Invitation to Raw Interpretations”, Art2
Gallery, Singapore

Artist’s Statement
I enjoy experimenting with local clay. After one year’s
attempt, I have settled on to the use of Seletar, Jalan
Bahar, Kallang and Tuas marine clays as the major clay
material, as clay slips and, or as glazes.
Coming back to Singapore after many years abroad,
sharing the nature and essence of local clay is a way
of defining my identity and my connection to Singapore.
I draw motivation and satisfaction with the local clay
aspect, colour and form and my expressions are related
to plants and birds and to my Peranakan roots.

Nyonya 6
Seletar clay and stoneware mix; Red stain,
Seletar clay, transparent and blue glazes
L19.5 x W8 x H23.5 cm
2014
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Dancing
Seletar clay and stoneware mix, Jalan Bahar clay slip;
Blue and red stains; Seletar clay and transparent glazes
L31.5 x W14 x H24 cm
2014
Litte Nyonya 2
Stoneware mix; Seletar clay and transparent glazes
L22 x H20.5 cm
2013

Baba 3
Seletar clay and stoneware mix, Jalan Bahar clay slip;
Blue and red stains, Seletar clay and transparent glazes
L25.5 x W10 x H42 cm
2014

Nyonya at the Tailor’s
Seletar clay and stoneware mix, Jalan Bahar clay slip;
Blue and red stains, Seletar clay and transparent glazes
L26.5 x W10 x H42 cm
2014

HIROKO MITA
b. 1971, Japan

Hiroko Mita’s pottery journey began at Jalan Bahar Clay
Studios (JBCS) in 2006. She was introduced to a pottery
class conducted by Master Potter Iskandar Jalil when she
was a Japanese docent at the Singapore Art Museum and
the National Museum of Singapore. Encouraged by Mr
Iskandar, she continued her pottery lessons at his studio at
the Malay Heritage Centre, and later at Temasek Pottery
Studio, till 2011. After being under his tutelage for 6
years, she now continues her pottery making at JBCS.
Hiroko’s works are inspired by nature, music and people
around her. The various forms and shapes, functional and
non-functional pieces that she creates are fired to 1300°C
in the gas kiln.
Hiroko uses local clay slip on her work or ash from Guan
Huat Dragon Kiln, where she found her ash glaze recipe
at JBCS, to convey her respect for the people and the
land in which she has lived in since 1996. She hopes to
continue her passion and the legacy of potters for many
generations to come. Born in Japan, Hiroko is married to
a Chinese Singaporean, and is based in Singapore.

EXHIBITIONS
2013

2011
2008

“Shakei”, Temasek Polytechnic, BeyonDesign
Centre, Singapore
Ceramic Art Foundation, The National Art Center
Tokyo, Japan
“Firing A Passion”, NTU Innovation Centre,
Singapore
Jalan Bahar Clay Studios Gallery Opening
Exhibition, Jalan Bahar Clay Studios Gallery,
Singapore
“Iskandar Jalil, A Lifelong Passion For His Craft
And His Teaching”, Japan Creative Centre,
Singapore
7th Ngee Ann 3D Art Exhibition, Ngee Ann
Cultural Centre, Singapore
“Raw Interpretations”, Art-2 Gallery, Singapore
“Inspiration from Kampong Glam”, Malay
Heritage Centre, Singapore

Artist’s Statement
My pieces for this exhibition are in ‘Wabi-Sabi’ style,
which is an Japanese aesthetic to express my appreciation
of the many years of experience of people with the
knowledge and wisdom who have passed through life
on this earth.
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Line Series – Alpha and Omega
Mixed raku, Jalan Bahar clay slip; Jalan
Bahar clay glaze, Guan Huat Dragon Kiln
ash glaze, Hamada white glaze
W10 x H65 cm each
2014

Line Series – Wrap (Turquoise) I, II, III
Raku, stoneware, terracota, Jalan Bahar clay
slip; Jalan Bahar clay glaze, Guan Huat
Dragon Kiln ash glaze, Turquoise blue glaze
D13 to 15 x H12 to 15 cm each
2014

Line Series – Grow I (Turquoise)
Raku, stoneware, terracota, Jalan Bahar clay
slip; Jalan Bahar clay glaze, Guan Huat
Dragon Kiln ash glaze, Turquoise blue glaze
D10 x W10 x H51.5 cm
2014

Line Series – Bloom, Seven Years on the Stone II
Raku, stoneware, terracota, Jalan Bahar
clay and slip; Jalan Bahar clay glaze,
Guan Huat Dragon Kiln ash glaze
D10 x W29 x H60 cm
2014

Line Series – Obihimo I, II & III
Raku, stoneware, terracota, Jalan Bahar
clay and slip; Jalan Bahar clay glaze,
Guan Huat Dragon Kiln ash glaze
D10 x W29 x H60 cm each
2014

In Balance? 1
Medium white raku (gold, buff,
white), Jalan Bahar orange and white
clay slip; Eucalyptus ash glaze
D20 x H13.5 cm
2014

SURIANI SURATMAN
b. 1959, Singapore

Suriani first started taking pottery classes in 2001 at the
Centre for the Arts, National University of Singapore
(NUS) under the tutorship of Iskandar Jalil. It was the
beginning of a lot of fun, excitement, challenge and
above all, the evolvement of a new passion. She then
continued to learn pottery with Iskandar Jalil at his studio
in Jalan Senyum from 2003, and at Jalan Bahar Clay
Studios (JBCS) from 2005. She now has own studio space
at JBCS.
Suriani enjoys transforming a lump of clay into various
forms whether on the wheel or by handbuilding. She likes
working with different types of raku clay. The coarseness
of the clay gives texture to the organic forms she creates.
To add more texture to the clay surfaces slips made from
local clay are either smeared or splattered. She makes
her own glazes from ash that come from the firing of
Guan Huat dragon kiln at JBCS, birch trees in Germany
and eucalyptus trees in Australia. The ash glazes give
the speckled effects to her works. The pieces are fired at
reduction to a high temperature of 1290°C .
Inspiration for Suriani’s artworks comes mainly from the
forms and textures of nature. She also turns to her Malay
roots to create her works. For Suriani, it is important to
be attentive to the clay and her intuition in the process of
creating her artworks.

EXHIBITIONS
2013

2008
2007
2006

2005

2003
2002

“Alam”, a solo exhibition by Suriani Suratman,
ART2 Gallery, Singapore
“Iskandar Jalil: A lifelong Passion for his Craft
and his Teaching”, Japan Creative Centre,
Singapore
“Firing a passion: History and Pottery Practices
in Singapore”, NTU Museum, Singapore
“Encore!”, Maya Gallery, Singapore
“Shakei”, Glocal Connect Village Art Gallery,
Temasek Polytechnic, Singapore
“Inspirations from Kampung Gelam (Malay
Heritage Centre, Singapore)
“Pots, Pipes and other Pieces”
In conjuction with the Singapore Art Show
(National Library, Singapore)
“Starting with Clay …”, ART2 Gallery,
Singapore
“Ngee Ann 3D Art Exhibition”, Ngee Ann
Cultural Centre, Singapore
Opening of Jalan Bahar Clay Studios Exhibition
(JBCS), Singapore
“Ceramivitiy – The Third Statement”, NUS
Centre for the Arts, Singapore
“2nd Ngee Ann 3D Art Exhibition”, Ngee Ann
Cultural Centre, Singapore
“Discovery Phase”, ART2 Gallery, Singapore
Ceramitivity – The Second Statement”, NUS
Centre for the Arts, Singapore

Artist’s Statement
These three series of works pertains to the process of
balancing that we very often encounter. Using the conical
form which is inspired by the tudung saji (food covering)
and the gasing (spinning top) I try and show how finding
balance is a continuous process.
29

Some Kind of Balance 5
Medium black textured clay, Jalan Bahar orange
and white clay slip; Eucalyptus ash glaze
D9 to 10 x H12.5 to 18.5 cm
2014

Searching for Balamce 12
Medium mixed raku (gold, buff, white),
Jalan Bahar orange and white clay slip;
Eucalyptus ash glaze
D8 to 11 x H9 to 11 cm
2014

Some Kind of Balance 5
Medium black textured clay, Jalan Bahar orange
and white clay slip; Eucalyptus ash glaze
D9 to 10 x H12.5 to 18.5 cm
2014

Some Kind of Balance 11
Medium mixed Raku (gold, buff, white), Jalan Bahar
orange and white clay slip; Wood ash glaze
D14.5 x H18 cm
2014

SUTOPO NGASIMAN
b. 1975, Singapore

Freelancing as a product model maker and an exhibit
sculptor, Sutopo Ngasiman’s pursuit in ceramics and
being able to create and teach the art of ceramics to the
public proves to be more fulfilling. Since 2001 he has
been an an understudy of Singapore’s renowned potter
Iskandar Jalil. Assisting him in several projects, Sutopo
acquired the skills in pottery. A resident artist in Jalan
Bahar Clay Studios since 2007, Sutopo conducts ceramics
workshops and gives tours of Guan Huat Dragon Kiln to
individuals, corporate companies, community groups and
schools.

EXHIBITIONS
2013

“Shakei”, BeyonDesign Centre, Temasek
Polytechnic, Singapore

Sutopo believes that there is an artist in everyone, a
natural inert ability that can be nurtured given the right
environment.
Artist’s Statement
I am no longer pursuing the idea of thin pots nor perfection
and symmetry. Finding my own path, my search now is to
have soul or character in work. I found it in small lidded
vessels. It is easier to express myself in small vessels. Part
of my feelings go to the creation of each pot as the form
and design follows the mood of that day and with a lid
to wrap things up.
Though a potter now, I am still a product designer at
heart, always very interested in the technical aspects
of pottery and love the idea of creating something. My
works always have functionality in mind.
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Lidded Series 1
Mixed and Jalan Bahar clay;
Modified base with local clay glazes
D8 x H13 cm
2014

Lidded Series 12
Mixed and Jalan Bahar clay;
Modified rutile with local clay glazes
D11 x H13 cm
2014

Lidded Series 5
Mixed and Jalan Bahar clay;
Commercial and underglazes
D10 x H12 cm
2014

Lidded Series 6
White stoneware and Jalan Bahar clay;
Modified base with local clay glazes
D9.5 x H11.5 cm
2014

Lidded Series 11
Mixed and Jalan Bahar clay;
Modified rutile with local clay glazes
D10 x H11 cm
2014

Lidded Series 4
Mixed and Jalan Bahar clay;
Modified base with local clay glazes
D9 x H9 cm
2014

Lidded Series 12
Mixed and Jalan Bahar clay;
Modified rutile with local clay glazes
D11 x H13 cm
2014

GUEST ARTIST

ISKANDAR JALIL

b. 1940, Singapore

Untitled 1
Mixed clay and glazes
D23 x H13.5 cm
2014

Iskandar Jalil – a leading ceramist in Southeat Asia with
more than forty years of pottery making experience,
is known for his high level of discipline, tenacity and
dedication to his craft. Iskandar (or Pak Iskandar, as he is
fondly called) is an art practitioner, teacher, mentor and
friend. Despite his high expectations of quality and strive
for perfection, his humble nature makes him a role model
to many. He is known to provide financial support for
talented but underprivileged students.
Trained by pottery masters in Japan and India, this
Colombo Plan scholar is a recipient of The Public Service
Star (BBM) Award (2012), the Cultural Medallion (Visual
Arts) (1988), ‘Pingat APAD’ (1998) and the Japanese
Foreign Minister’s Commendation (2014). His 9th and
most recent solo exhibition was held in Singapore in
2011. Iskandar’s works have been exhibited worldwide.
Iskandar’s ceramics can be found in the collections of:
former President Wee Kim Wee, former US President
George Bush, Malaysia’s Yang Di-Pertuan Agong,
Minister Mentor Lee Kuan Yew, the Sultan of Brunei, the
Governor of Hong Kong, Singapore National Museum,
National Museum of Sweden, companies and many
private individuals in Singapore, Malaysia, Japan,
Australia, New Zealand, Canada, USA, Europe, and the
Middle East.

EXHIBITIONS
2013

2013
2006

2005
2004
2004
2003
2002
2001

“éncore!”, Maya Gallery, Singapore
“Iskandar Jalil ~ A Lifelong Passion for his Craft
and his Teaching”, Japan Creative Centre
“Shakei – A Pottery Exhibition”, Glocal
Connect Village Art Gallery, Temasek
Polytechnic, Singapore
Opening of Maya Gallery Exhibition,
Singapore
“Ceramitivity”, National University of
Singapore, Singapore
“Ceramics: Beyond Borders”, Singapore
National Library, Singapore
Dragon Kiln, Jalan Bahar, Singapore
“Seven Masters”, Singapore Art Museum,
Singapore
Solo exhibition, New Zealand Festival of Arts,
Wellington, New Zealand
“Crossroads, Making of New Identities”,
National University of Singapore
“Ceramitivity”, National University of
Singapore, Singapore
“Discovery Phase”, Art-2 Gallery, Singapore
“Potter’s Life, Potter’s Thoughts”, MITA Artrium,
Art-2 Gallery, Singapore
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Untitled 2
Mixed clay and glazes
D21 x H27.5 cm
2014

End of the World
Mixed clay and glazes
D17 to 18 x H16 to 17 cm
2014
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